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Abstract

A numerical modell has been developed at the Department of Meteorology,
Uppsala University. The purpose has been to calculate streamline displace-
ments for linear, hydrostatic flow over a three-dimensional hill and to visu—
alize the charactaristics of the flow. The model simulates the vertical and
lateral displacements and also velocity perturbation fields for flow approach-
ing the hill at constant mean wind and constant stability. The simulations
show the lateral deflections, as the air tries to avoid the hill, the horizon—
tal deceleration and ascent upstream and the horizontal acceleration on the
lee-slope. Divergence at the mountain top is compensated by descent of air
from aloft. Gravity waves propagate upwards and partly outwards along
parabolas. It is also shown how linear theory fails to be valid when the
Froude number Fr ~—> 1+,
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1 Introduction

The flow of a stably stratified atmosphere over uneven terrain has been
investigated by several authors. Reviews of the theoretical advances all
since the 1950’s have been presented by e.g. Smith (1979). In most of
these papers, only two—dimensional flow over an infinite number of ridges is
considered. Studies in three dimensions of the flow over an isolated hill, e.g.
Wurtele {1.957) and Crapper (1959,1962) preferably aimed at understanding
the non—hydrostatic, far—field mountain wave structure, whereas the nature
of the hydrostatic part of the disturbances and, in particular, the flow near
by the mountain was less well documented.

Knowledge of the flow in the vicinity of a hill is essential in many meteo-
rological applications, e.g. ainpollution studies and air traffic. Calculations
of streamlines are of particular interest, since in steady airflows plume paths
follow streamlines, which can be used in a model to predict groundelevel
concentrations. Streamlines are strongly affected by the hill shape, average
wind and stratification, so it is important that the method of streamline
prediction is accurate for different values of the input parameters.

Furthermore, it is desirable that a model for practical streamline path
prediction and flow visualization is relatively simple and quick. This is
usually not the case for models that use fully nonlinear equations for the
fluid motion. Thus, approximate methods must be used. The most common
approximations are the assumptions of inviscid, Boussinesq fluid and small
deflections from the far upstream position of the fluid parcels due to the hill,
so that the linearized equations can be employed. Smith (1980) formulated
an effective numerical method for solving these equations when the upstream
flow is uniform and has a linear, vertical density gradient based on the
Fast Fourier Transform. This technique was also adopted by Thompson
et.al.(1991) in a comparative study concerning a series of experiments in a
stratified towing tank to study the near—field flow of a linearly stratified fiuid
over an isolated three’dimensional hill, and the numerical solutions obtained
by the method stated above.

The purpose of the present work is to construct a numerical model that
solves the linearized equations for the flow over a three-dimensional hill and
to visualize and present streamline displacements and velocity fields cor-
responding to some different background conditions. The software package
used is MATLAB with its special Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Inverse
Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) routines. The accuracy of these routines has
been tested by comparing a couple of functions of one and two variables,
whose transforms are well~known (analytical), with MATLAB numerical so-
lutions. This study also intends to give physical understanding of hydrostatic
mountain waves and knowledge about linear theooty and its limitations.

2 Theoretical background
2.1 The flow over a three—dimensional isolated hill

When stably stratified air flows over a three—dimensional mountain various
oscillations are created. As the air is displaced upwards along the windward



side, the restoring force of gravity make it to decelerate. An appropriate
way to charactarize the flow is to define the dimensionless Froude-number
Fr 2 U/(HN), where U is the mean wind, H the height of the mountain
and N the Brunt—Véisala frequency. This is, in other words, the ratio of
inertial to buoyant forces that act on the air—parcels of the flow, and also
the ratio of the natural wavelength of air to the effective wavelength of the
obstacle.

If the flow is weak or stratifaction is strong, i.e. Fr is small (<< 1), the
natural wavelength of the air is much smaller than the size of the hill. The
approaching airstream may quickly be brought to vertical rest. Depending
on the ratio between the height and the width of the mountain, a region
of recirculating or nearly stagnant flow may occur on the windward side of
the mountain. This phenomenon is called ”blocking”. The flow splits and
remains nearly horizontal as it passes around the mountain. Slight vertical,
hydrostatic motion may arise due to weak pressure gradient between the
windward— and lee~side, but no gravity waves and no wave drag is gener-
ated. However, wave overturning can affect the flow aloft and substantially
complicate the wave structure Nappo and C’himonas {1.992). Downstream
horizontal vortices may be produced, but the deflections of the air due to
the mountain are only temporary implying the streamlines to be symmetric
with respect to the mountain.

On the other hand, if the incoming flow is strong or the stratification
is weak, i.e. Fr is large (>> 1), the natural wavelength is longer than
the hill dimensions, at which the vertical displacements may become signif»
icant. Here, linear theory is valid and describes the tendency for the flow
to be diverted around the mountain. Vertically propagating gravity waves
are generated, exhibiting parabolic shapes that extend laterally and down—
wind; the displacements and the pressure distribution are assymmetric with
respect to the mountain. The deflections become permanent downstream in—
dicating divergence, which is balanced by sinking of warmer air from aloft.
A cavity with reversed wind direction is created in the lee. if the mountain
is very steep, the flow is more forced to rise over it, hence producing stronger
and more complicated vertical velocity component, and maybe destroying
the hydrostatic balance.

These two theories, each individually, qualitatively describe the nature
of the flow for the F?" extremes, but they cannot be connected. The Fr 2 l
regime is in the middle of nowhere and corresponds to highly non-linear
flow. The natural wavelength of the air scales the size of the hill, and large—
amplitude mountain waves are formed, since there is resonance between the
atmosphere and the terrain.

2.2 Linear theory

Consider the steady flow of a vertically unbounded stratified fluid with free-
slip lower boundary condition over small—amplitude topography given by 2: 2
12(23, 3/). The flow is assumed to be hydrostatic, (but forget this assumption
for a whilel), inviscid, incompressible, dry and Boussinesq, the deflections
are small and Coriolis forces are negligible. Then the linearized equations
governing the flow can be written as e.g.( Thompson eta]. 1.9.91):
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where x, y and 2 are the downstream, crosstream and vertical coordinates,
u,v and w are the velocity perturbations from the approaching flow with
uniform velocity U, p0 is a reference density, ,0 is the perturbation from
the upstream density distribution 76(2), which here is a linearly decreasing
function of z, p is the perturbation of the pressure from its hydrostatic value
and g is the acceleration of gravity.

These equations may be reformulated by introducing vertical and hori—
zontal displacement functions. Let the coordinates of a fluid particle moving
through this steady flow be [X(t),Y(t),Z(t)], where t is the time. Then
a vertical displacement function 77(Cr,y,2) may be defined such that the
vertical displacement of this particle far from its upstream height 20 is
77(X,Y,Z) 2 Z ~-— 20. Likewise, a lateral displacement function 6(\.r,y,z:)
may be defined such that 6(X,Y, Z) :: Y —- yo, where yo is the value of Y
far upstream.

From now on the valid approximations are:

dY 86v--——-~.... ~ —~—- 6dt 8x ( )
(22 877 ,.

LU «- a? w 5:; (f)

where (7) reduces (l)-(5) to one single equation for 77(:r, y, 3),

(92 2 N2 2

where
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pg (12

the constant Brunt«Vaisala frequency. A solution for (8) is obtained by
representing 77 as the two-dimensional Fourier Transform with the transform
denoted by M ’:
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where k and l are the wavenumbers corresponding to the x- and y—directions
respectively. (8) now becomes
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where
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The fluid is infinitely deep, so the solution of (11) is

mm, 2) : 7‘7(k,z,0)expim(k“z (is)
in the real atmosphere energy may only propagate upwards. away from the
hill, and unbounded solutions are unphysical. There cannot be any elevated
wave source allowed Hence, m must be taken as the positive imaginary root
of (12), if k2 > NQ/UQ, which eliminates solutions representing exponential
growth with height, or the sign of m is the same as the sign of k if k2 <
N2/U2 in order to forbid downward energy transport.

Now 7"](1:,l,0) can be found by transforming the linear lower boundary
condition 77(513, y, 0) : h(:c, g), which gives

mwmzuw> on
Thus, (10) becomes

77(a:, y. 2:) :- -—1—~— /N /00 liUr, Z, 2) exp(fm(k’l)zl expflkfily) dkdl (15)
4772 -oo ~00

This means that the vertical displacement function can be found by evalu—
ating (15) as soon as the transform of the hill shape is known.

The transformations of the perturbation velocity components can be
found in terms of 7“) as

12(lc,l,z i N2 A .

13(k,[,z 2'1 N2 A _“VJ :wafm~fiymma on
“c ' . x3%?) : slaw-,1,» (18)

Furthermore (6) and (17) give
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Now recall that the hydrostatic assumption was temporarily dropped
two pages ago. Take it here into account again! Accordingly, the left—hand
side of (5) is set to zero, which reduces (12) to

N (k2 + [2)1/2
mzfi_w?mw (m)

(12) shows that this approximation is valid for Fourier components with k
such that [18) < N/U and valid for the entire flow if the mountain is broad
enough that it generates only these small kecomponents. It is required that

Na/U >>1 (21)

which is that the horizontal scale of the mountain must be much larger
than the distance of downdrift during one buoyancy oscillation period. If
U :- 10m/s and N :2 0.01s“1 represent typical atmosphere values, then
follows that a >> 11cm. Hence, the hydrostatic approximation should be
applicable to scales froma say 5., up to 50 km. Broader mountains will be
influenced by the Coriolis force, which is not considered here.

The hydrostatic assumption gives the following expressions for the per-
turbation velocity components and the lateral deflection:

A k,[.: : ————-—-~A kg!” ’22M . ) mUW ) f l

. UN? 1 i
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Hence, knowing 77 from (13) and (14), u, v, u.‘ and 6 for the hydrostatic flow
can be calculated by inverting (22)-(25) using the inverse FFTzs.

3 The numerical model

3.1 A brief description of the model

In order to solve the linearized equations (see chapter 2) for the flow over
a three—dimensional hill a numerical model has been constructed. The code
was written in MATLAB with its special routines for Fourier analysis (see
Appendix A). The corner—stones of the model (the whole program is in Ap—
pendix B) can be listed as follows:



Define constants

Choose mountain shape and height, background conditions (buoyancy fre-
quency and mean wind), number of gridpoints and grid distance.

Set up the grid

Construct a two—dimensional grid with correct grid~spacing in real space and
the corresponding one in Fourierspace.

Calculate the Fourier Transform of the mountain shape with MAT—
LAB FFT-routines

This is no problem.

Calculate the horizontal wavenumbers

These calculations are done from the grid in Fourier space. .

Calculate the vertictical wavenumber from the horizontal ones

Make sure that the singularity is treated right,

Calculate the displacements and velocities in Fourier space

Calculate the displacements and velocities in real space with MAT—
LAB IFFT-routines

Make sure that the singularities are treated right

Add a constant to the solutions for functions whose singular parts
were avoided in Fourier space

3.2 The model grid setup
One of the trickier parts of the model implementation has been to set up a
grid in real space which can conformally map properties in this space onto a
space in Fourier domain and then, after mathematical operations, bring the
information back to real space. The charactaristics of the Discrete Fourier
Transform and how it works in MATLAB has been shortly investigated (see
also Appendix A) in order to get hints of how to proceed. After consid—
eration the model grid was constructed in this way: A rectangular grid in
x-y plane was constructed for the real space and a corresponding one in k—l
plane for the Fourier space (see Appendix A). The spacing was the same as
in Thompson et.al.{1991), which means the grid distance dxzdyxhg, where
ho is the height of the mountain and n2256 the number of gridpoints in each
direction. 256 is a power of two, so the Fast Fourier Transform of MATLAB
can be used. The corresponding grid in k~l plane had dkz‘ZTr/(Ndx) and
dl:‘27r/(Ndy). These values on dx,dy and n are chosen to get a computa—
tional domain large enough to avoid disturbances due to the finite Fourier
Transform and the grid size small enough to fully resolve the hill.



3.3 Treating the singularities

Another delicate thing with the model is arisen, when it comes to calculating
the displacements and velocity fields in real space by use of the Inverse
Fourier Transform (IFFT). First of all, the vertical wavenumber m is in it
self singular at k::O. At integration, a small constant has to be added to
the integrand to make it finite. Also the u— and v- perturbations and the
lateral displacement are singular in k::0 or s and have to be treated in
the same manner. After integration a constant has to be added to the result
to, sort off, compensate for making the integrand nicer. For details, see the
code in Appendix B.

3.4 Advantages and disadvantages with the model and sug-
gested improvement of it

There are, of course, both good and less good things to say about the devel-
oped model. Above all, it is simple, quick and elegant. To make a calculation
of the fields at one level only ten seconds are required. Disadvantages are
the limited area, in which the equations that governs the flow are valid.
We need a wide mountain to avoid non~hydrostatic effects but a sufficiently
narrow one to neglect the Coriolis effect. The background condition must
be constant in both time and space, which are factors that very seldom hap—
pens in reality. Boundary layer effects that would substantially influence
the airflow near the ground are also excluded here due to the lower free—slip
condition. However, the model is able to show the main features of linear
theory, which is very valuable. Also, the model can be improved quite easily.
Non-hydrostatic flow is practically already there; only one small term has
to be added to the hydrostatic expressions. Variation of N with respect to
height and background flow in both x— and y-direction are also suggested.

4 Simulations and results

The numerical model was run for three cases corresponding to two different
Froude number regimes. These values were chosen in order to illustrate
the charactaristics for two main types of supercritical flow and one nearly
critical flow. The mountain involved with the simulation is ’Crappers hill’,

h .

where ho and a are the mountain height and half~width respectively. Flow
over this hill has been studied by e.g. Liz-”urtele (1.957) and Smith {1980).
Here the top of the mountain has the coordinates (.r, y, z) : (‘0, 0,120). The
value a::5 km is the same for all simulations. whereas hg varies between 100
and 300 m.

4.1 Simulation for Frz:3.3

The first case, which is the reference case, concernes Fr 2 3.3 (/20 2 300
m, N z: 0.01 s“1 and U r 10 m/s). For this Fr the flow can be expected
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to show accentuated displacements and velocity variations from the fan
upstream state and still be reasonable in terms of linear theory validity.

4.1.1 The vertical wave structure

Fig.1 shows a cross section with streamlines for different heights. Waves
propagate vertically with a hardly distinctive upstream tilt, but, unlike two—
dimensional flow7 with amplitude decrease. It can be shown that three-
dimensional gravity waves decrease with height as 2*”. The phase on
the lowest level (1000 m) is roughly the same as the phase at 7000 m.
This is a meassure of the vertical wavelength A : 27rU/N. The u— and w-
perturbation components (fig.2 and fig.3 respectively) also decay with height
and are 180° out of phase. The maximum of u is about 1.5 m/s at 1000
m slightly upstream the hilla whereas the minima —1 m/s are located a few
km on the windward side of the mountain and also at 4 km height. The
extremes of w are in the same regions as for u but exhibit reversed signs due
to the phase difference and smaller absolute values.

Vertstreamlines, Fr=3.3

9000

8000 m

7000 — W -

6000 V

E
3:: 5000 V
7&3
<1)

3000 A

2000 A

O l l l l l 1 1

—3 «2 ~~1 0 1 2 3
Horizontal distance from the hill (m) 4x10

Figure 1: West—east cross section in rzvplane, 3/20, with streamlines for flow
over a three~dimensional hill. Fr I 3.3, ho : 300 m, (£25000 m, 0:20.01
8‘1 and U210 m/s (from the left in figure)

Fig.4~6 further illustrate the vertical wavestructure. Vertical displacement7
u— and w~components are shown versus lateral distance y. The waves spread
not only upwards but also laterally in a cone-like pattern while undergoing
dispersion. Note the shape of the isolines for u-cornponent around the 1000
m—level, which look similar to the corresponding ones for a. jet~core.
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Figure 2: West—east cross section in :Ez—plane, y:0. with isolines for the
uvperturbations. Fr :: 3.3, ha 2 300 m, a:5000 m, ;\':0.01 S_1 and U210
m/s (from the left in figure)
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Figure 3: West~east cross section in :Ez—plane, y::20. with isohnes for the
w-perturbatious. Fr 2 33,120 2 300 m, (LT—.5000 m, -\'::0.01 5‘1 and Ul
m/s (from the left in figure)
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Figure 4: South-north cross section in yz—piane, 33:0, with isolines for the
vertical displacements. Fr : 3.3, ho : 300 m, a=5000 m, N:0.01 8‘1 and
U210 m/s (out from the paper)
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Figure 5: South—north cross section in yz-piane, 3:20., with isolines for the
u—perturbations. Fr 2 3.3, ho : 300 m, a::3000 In, 1V:0.01 3‘1 and (1”:10
m/s (Out from the paper)
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Figure 6: Southmorth cross section in yz-plane, 3320, with isolines for the
w~perturbations. Fr 2 3.3, ho : 300 m, (125000 In, N20.01 8‘1 and U210
m/s (out from the paper)
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Figure 7: Horizontal pattern of the lateral displacements at 3:500 111. Fr 2:
3.3 ho 2 300 m, (£25000 m, [V2001 8*1 and U210 m/s (from the left in
figure)
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Figure 8: Horizontal pattern of the v—perturbations at 2:500 m. F7" : 3.3,
ho :2 300 m, (125000 m, N20.01s”1 and U210 m/s (from the left in figure)
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Figure 9: South—north cross section in yz—plane, $20, with isolines for the
v—perturbations. Fr 2: 3.3, ho : 300 m, (125000 In, N20.01 8‘1 and [7:10
m/s (out from the paper)
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4.1.2 The lateral deflections

The lateral displacements for the fluid parcels from their upstream height
and the lateral velocity perturbations at the 500 m~level are shown in fig.7
and 8 respectively. The flow is apparently deflected around the mountain -
to the north if the particle originates from the area north of $20 and to the
south if it comes from the south. The deflections are more abrupt for the
incoming flow than for the outgoing, but eventually, somewhere downstream
the hill, all particles return to their far upstream position, except for those
at 2220. Only particles at 3/20 will not be subjected any lateral movement.

Furthermore, fig.7 indicates that the domain size chosen for the sim~
ulation probably should be larger. The deviation pattern from zero far
upstream seem to correspond to that far downstream, which is likely to be
caused by the properties of the finite Fourier Transform used in the model, I
since choosing a small domain size imply that the hill is periodically repeated
in both 2% and y—directions.

The lateral-vertical variation of r-perturbation above the hill is shown
in fig.9. The absolute largest values are found at ground level, but even
on higher altitudes small positive and negative components alternate sym-
metrically around 3/20. Evidently, the flow on certain levels, e.g. '2000 m,
is directed partly inwards instead of outwards, in contrast to the close-to-
ground flow (fig.8). This is definetely not obvious at ones first ’trains of
thoughts” about the nature of gravity waves.

4.1.3 The airflow slightly above the mountain

Fig. 10-12 has a lot to tell about the flow behaviour horizontally and vertis
call}: relatively close above the hill (2:500 111). Fig.10 shows the horizontal
windvector perturbation field. The mean flow (remember that we have have
a constant background wind in X—direction) decelerates a bit as it approaches
the hill, whereas a sudden increase of it occurs above and somewhat down—
stream, which is in accordance to what intuition says (also, compare fig.ll
with fig.2 and 5). This, combined with the outward directed v—component
in order to force the air parcels to flow around the hill, makes the flow ap—
preciably divergent on the windward slope and right above the hill top. On
the other hand, 5-10 km farther downstream air that was deflected around
the mountain slowly moves back towards its initial y—position and causes
convergence. The w-perturbation illustrated in fig.l‘2 can be regarded as
a result of the horizontal velocity field. The air is forced to weak lifting
on the windwardside, whilst the horizontal divergence in the vicinity of the
hill is compensated by a stronger descent of air from aloft. Fig.13-14 are
complements to fin showing the vertical displacements in both two and
three dimensions.
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Figure 10: Horizontal pattern of the u— and v~perturbations at 2:500 m.
The longest vector is 2m/s Fr 2 3.3, ho : 300 m, @25000 m, N20.01 5"1
and U210 m/s (from the left in figure)
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Figure 11: Horizontal pattern of the u-perturbatlons at 22-500 111. Fr 2 3.3,
ho -._—.~_ 300 m. @25000 m, N:0.018“1 and U210 m/s (from the left in figure)
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Figure 12: Horizontal pattern of the w~perturbati0ns at 2:500 m. Fr 2 3.3,
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left in figure)
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2:500 111. Fr : 3.13. fig : 300 in, (123000 mt N:0.0l 8‘1 and U:lO ni/s
(from the left in figure)
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Figure 16: Horizontal pattern of the ”LL—perturbations at 223600 m. Fr ::
3.3, ha 2 300 m, (1225000 m, [V2001 8‘1 and U210 m/s (from the left in
figure)
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Figure 17: Horizontal pattern of the w—perturbations at 223600 m. Fr :2
3.3, ho : 300 m, (1225000 m, NzODl 8‘1 and U210 m/s (from the left in
figure)
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4.1.4. The airflow at higher levels

The flow at greater heights, in particular 3600 m, differs quite distinctly
from that at 500 m. The height difference between these levels are close to
half the vertical wavelength, which makes the flow perturbation here to some
extent reversed. The area of positive M and negative u—perturbation is now
confined to the area slightly in the lee of the hill (figlG—N), and the wave
energy seems to be concentrated above the hill and at parabolas stretching
downstream, which is exactly what theory predicts Smith (1980). The flow is
divergent in the lee (fig.15), and the strongest convergence now occurs right
upstream the parabolaso The complexity of the flow is beautifully illustrated
in fig.l8. Note the crossing streamlines near the border of the domain, which
once again indicates that the computational domain is somewhat small.
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Figure 18: Horizontal pattern ofthe tU—pQI‘tUTlJaIlOHS at :2500 111. Fr : 3.3.,
ho : 300 m, (125000 m, N:0.01 5’1 and Ul m/s (from the back left in
figure)
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4.2 Simulation for Fr::10

In this case the involved parameters were chosen as follows: F7‘ : 10
(h 2 100 m, N 2 0.01 s”1 and U :2 10 m/s). A vertical cross section
with streamlines (not shown here), would be similar to that in fig.1 with
one exception: the amplitudes become smaller for high Fr since, for this
particular simulation, the height of the hill has been reduced, so that the
weight of the mean wind U has become bigger in the expression for Fr.
Fig.19-20 show u— and w—perturbations and the variation with respect to
height. The pattern is basically the same as for somewhat smaller F7“, (see
also fig.2-3) but the amplitudes are smaller here. This is in analogy to linear
theory, that predicts the wave amplitudes to be proportional to the moun—
tain height, which for this Fr is only 100 m. The size of the computational
domain is, however, dependent on the height of the hill, which in this case
makes the figures scaled differently and thus more difficult to compare. Also
note the numerical errors in fig.20 with small irregularities in the isolines for
very negative and very positive :1: and the weird areas of negative w~values
at 7—9000 m.

4.3 Simulation for Frzzl.3

The third simulation is for a relatively low Fr approaching the critical value
of one. Hence, it could be expected that signs of invalidity of linear theory
would show up. Fr :2 1.3 (h 2 300 m, N : 0.01s"1 and U z 4 m/s) are
the input constants.
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Figure 21: VVest~east cross section in :cz—plane, $120, with streamlines for
flow over a threevdimensional hill Fr : 1.3, h z 300 m, (1,25000 m. _\":0.01
s”1 and U24 m/s (from the left in figure)
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Fig.21 reveals the distinguishing features of slightly supercritical flow
that approaches the critical Frzl. A comparison with the higher Fr—
number flow in figl makes it clear that wave amplitudes are much larger
here. The streamlines have become steeper, and in reality, wave-breaking
would probably occur. Note the lowest streamline, which is very close to
the mountain leeside. A plot with more streamlines close to the moun—
tain would probably show streamline crossing, which also proves that linear
theory has failed to work.
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4.4 Discussion of the results

The simulations has succeded in quantifying the flow, which together with
plots,cross sections etc. gives a good picture of what is happening and why.

Fluid parcels approaching a three—dimensional obstacle always undergo
lateral displacement. The only exception are parcels that are at e far
upstream; these parcels remain at the same y~coordinate all the time if the
background flow only has a mean wind component in as~direction. The dis~
placements are permanent only for flow at 2:0. When a parcel approaches
the hill moving eastwards, say some km south of 3/20, it will feel higher
pressure to the left and therefore start moving southwards. When it passes
abreast of the mountain, it will still have this southerly v—component. Then
the low pressure in the lee of the hill will make the particle curve north~
wards, and it will slowly adjust back to its far upstream position. No real
three—dimensional streamlines have been calculated for the lateral flow but
the model accurately predicts the lateral displacements.

The pressure difference between the windvard~ and leeside also affects
the u~ and w~components. The incoming flow at uniform velocity exerts a
force on the windward side off the hill. According to Newton’s 3rd axiom,
the mountain then exerts an opposing force to the flow. This is why the low
level u~perturbation is negative, i.e. the flow decelerates. At the same time
the iii-component is positive, since it is forced to ascend by the mountain.
This 180° phase difference is valid for the whole flow and shows that these
waves can transfer horizontal momentum vertically. When the air passes the
mountain it relatively rapidly accelerates when potential energy, inherent in
the air that has ascended to the mountain top, is converted to kinetic energy
on the downslope side. This combined with the lateral deflections gives rise
to strong divergence at the levels over the top of the hill. The divergence is
compensated for by descent of potentially warmer air from aloft.

The upstream tilting is small but present under hydrostatic conditions.
Three-dimensional waves, however, are subjected to amplitude decrease
while propagating upwards. This decay is proportional to :“1/2. in a real,
compressible atmosphere this would eventually be overcome by exponential
growth and wave-breaking at higher levels due to the exponential decrease
of density. The velocity perturbation fields have been shown to extend con-
ically upwards while decaying and varying sign.

Farther downstream, for small y and 10 but large :1: (see e.g. the right
part of fig.ll~13) there is a region called ”singular wake” Smith (1.980,). The
flow here is controlled by Fourier components that have their phase fronts
nearly parallell to the flow, i.e. k is small. Equation (17) then says that the
vertical wavenumber m goes to infinity. Hence strong vertical accelerations
can occur here with possibly turbulence and other nonlinear effects. Any
conclusions about the actual flow here cannot be made from the simulation
point of View.

The energy originating from the background flow being perturbed by
the mountain is radiated away as wave energy. The simulations done with
the developed numerical model instructively and even beautifully illustrates
how this happens. internal gravity waves caused by the mountain spread
not only upwards. Some of the energy also propagates downstream along
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well defined parabolas that widens upwards.
The simulations for Fr:10 and Fr:1.3 show how the differences in the

flow structure is actually rather small for these flows, however, with one
big exception. The amplitudes increase when Fr approaches 1, eventually
causing unreasonably steep streamlines or crossing streamlines, which in
reality would imply wave~breaking Thus, linear theory fails for FT «+1.
For Fr >> 1 the flow pattern is much smoother with only small-amplitude
deflections.

It should be noted again that non-hydrostatic effects are excluded in
this model. Therefore the hill must be sufficiently wide to generate only
hydrostatic waves if the model simulation shall be valid. Vertical varia—
tions in stratifaction and wind are also not allowed. This can, however,
be implemented in the model. In general the model succeds in simulating
the charactaristics of three-dimensional flow and seems to give accurate re—
sults both qualitatively and quantitativelylt would be interesting to run
the model for some other hill shapes as well, e.g. for some assymetric or
irregular obstacle to get new perspectives on the flow.

5 Conclusions and summary

The nature ofthe flow past an obstacle is strongly affected by the background
atmospheric conditions and the shape of the terrain. One way to characta~
rize the flow is by defining the dimensionless Froude number Fr : U/(HN),
where U is the mean wind, H the height of the mountain and N the Brunt—
Vaisala frequency. Fr < 1 correspond to subcritical flow, where the strong
stratifaction and the weak wind make the flow rather deflect laterally to
avoid the mountain than pass over it. Fr > 1 is supercritical flow. Now,
stability is weaker and the wind stronger, so that vertical displacements oc—
cur, and vertically propagating gravity waves are formed. For this Froude
number~regime small—amplitude theory (or linear theory) is valid and de«
scribes the flow. It has been the purpose of this thesis to visualize the
flow by solving the linearized equations for hydrostatic flow over a three-
dimensional hill assuming inviscid, incompressible, dry and Boussinesq fluid
with no Coriolis effect and free-slip lower boundary conditions. it has also
been ofinterest to see how the flow changes when Fr approaches one. Fr 31
is a critical region where the flow behaves violently due to nonlinear effects,
since there is resonance between the atmosphere and terrain.

The equations governing the supercritical Fr > 1~fiow may be solved
by introducing the two~dimensional Fourier Transform. A numerical model
has been developed in order to do that. This model efficiently solves these
equations, which yields the displacement- and velocity fields. The program
has been coded in MATLAB, which possesses a large number of routines
concerning signal processing and Fourier analysis. These routines were ex~
amined at first in order to give general knowledge about MATLAB and,
above everything, to get a hint of how to solve the actual problem.

The fully working model has been run for three cases. each of which
correspond to three different Proude numbers. The first case. Fr 2 3.3, was
a reference case, the second one had Fr : 10 and the third Fr :: 1.3. The
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latter was chosen just to get a case where non—linear effects probably would
be present, i.e. where linear theory is likely to fail. As expected, this third
case really produced signs of linear theory breakdown. The wave amplitudes
became much larger here than for the reference case. The steepening of
streamlines and assymetric wave pattern would have implied wave breaking
if the flow was real.

The flow pattern in the vicinity of the mountain confirmed what is al-
ready known about this. The lateral displacements are present and arise
due to pressure differences between the windward- and lee~side of the moun-
tain. However, the deflections do not persist downstream, except at 2:0.
The w and w—components are out of phase with one another. This means
that horizontal momentum can be transfered vertically. At lower levels, the
mountain forces the approaching airstream to decelerate and move upwards
on the windward side of the hill. Above and downstreamithe air accelerates
horizontally. The divergence that occurs at the hill top is compensated by
descent of air from aloft.

At higher levels the influence of the hill on the flow extends conically, but,
unlike two~dimensional waves, with decaying amplitudes. The upstream tilt
of the wave crests also seems weak. Gravity waves propagate upwards but
also. though to lesser extent, downstream. This energy transport is confined
to parabolas also widening with height.

The numerical method of solving the governing equations has proved to
be generally good. There are, however, some plots that look a bit strange
near the border of the computational domain. The reason for that is prob
ably our choise of domain size. Since we are dealing with finite Fourier
Transform. the influence of a real hill will repeat periodically in both X» and
y~directions. so that a larger domain is needed to make these disturbances
negligibly small. On the other hand, the grid size of the domain must be
small enough to fully resolve the hill. ‘

To sum up, the developed model, in all its simplicity, gives quick and
elegant solutions for the linear equations, and the fields can be nicely plotted.
The computational time to calculate all the fields on one level is only about
10 5. However, it is applicable only at very idealized circumstances. For
example, the background wind and stability must be constant with height,
we totally neglect the boundary layer which would cause viscous effects
and perhaps turbulence, and we assume small~scale motion that will not
be affected by the Coriolis effect. Nevertheless, this model is a good basic
model. Non—hydrostatic motion is very easily included, variations of N with
respect to height as well as introducing both 11- and v-components of the
mean wind or the Coriolis effect is also possible. This model is a model
exhibiting potential!

Acknowledgements: I would like to thank my supervisor Branko Griso—
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6 Appendix

This appendix is not a full description of the several commands and func~
tions available in MATLAB that concerns signal processing in general, but
rather a short chapter with notes about things that has been important
for the numerics when constructing the streamline displacement calculation
program that was described earlier in this thesis.

The Fourier transform in one dimension

Consider a function, conveniently a simple, analytical one, egg. y 2 ho e:rp'“("§i‘)25
which is a Gaussian hill. Let us calculate its Fourier Transform using MAT—
LAB and compare it with its analytical transform. This can be done in two
ways, depending on if we want a transform that is singlevsided, or double—
sided. The difference between these alternatives is how the frequencies, if
we deal with a function of time, or, as is used in this text, wavenumbers, if
it is a function of length, are treated. Mathematicians prefer working with
both negative and positive wavenumbers (denoted by ’k’); this is in analogy
with the definition of the Fourier Transform, whereas the physically correct
way is to consider only non-negative kzs.

One-sided transform

This short MATLAB—code (regardless of the defining of the functions) illus~
trates how to obtain what we want:
clear;
h0=300;
azSOOO;
n2256;
dx=hO;

2

y I he eXp“( 5‘) ;
x:—(n-l)/‘2*dx:dx:(n~l)/2*dx;
dk:2*pi/dx/n;
k:(0:(n—l))*dk;
yft:h0*fft(y,n);
ya'n : hgflexp_(%)2;
plot(k,abs(yft),k,yan);

Pr

Running this program shows that the FFT-routine is very accurate, the
magnitude of the errors are about 10‘6.

Two~sided transform

Now the wavenumbers must be treated in a very certain way. The Discrete
Fourier Transform has the property that the first n/‘2 points correspond to
zero and small positive wavenumbers, while the second n/‘Z points can be
treated as negative wavenumbers. The 1st point is the contribution from
19:20 and the (n/2+l)th is the Nyquist frequency (see any of the references),
which shall be treated as the most negative wavenumber. Hence, we have to
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shift our Fourier Transform using the MATLAB function FFTSHIFT. The
code above should then be modified as:

yft:h0*fftshift(fft(y,n));
kz—n/2*dk:dk:(n—2)/2*dk;

This method is only recommendable when we don’t plan to do any fur—
ther operations and intend to stay in Fourier space. If our plan is to take the
Inverse Fourier Transform later, perhaps after having done some operations
in Fourier space, we shouldn’t do this way since we must then shift back
everything. Instead use the first code and add/exchange:
x:~11/2*dx:dxz(n~2)/2*dx;
k:~n/2*dk:dk:(n—2:)/‘2*dk;
yft:h0*fft(y,n);
knystshiftflr);
...operations in Fourier space
yny=ifft(...*yft,n)/l10;

The art is to define a grid such that x:0 and k::0 both are the (n/‘Z—Hfih
point in the corresponding vector and to shift the k~vector when doing op—
erations in Fourier space.

The Fourier transform in two dimensions

The same things are through for two variable functions.

WARNING

MATLAB uses non-normalized transforms. Therefore, if we want to com-
pare analytical functions with MATLAB’s transform we have to multiply the
numerical transform with any constants that are in front of the analytical
function. Likewise, comparing an inverse transform requires the numerical
inverse transform to be divided by any constants in front of the analytical
transform. When comparing, be sure to use the definition of the Fourier
Transform that has a constantzl in front of the transform and a factor
1/(27r) in front of the inverse transform to make sure that you get the same
answer.

For twoedimensional transform these corrections are constants2 and l/constants2
respectively.
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